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Abstract

In this paper we present recent developments in content markup for mathematics, and a corresponding software stack that functions as an enabling technology for a social and semantic web for the STEM disciplines. We show the potential of this technology in two eMath 3.0 applications: PlanetMathRedux, a re-implementation of the mathematical encyclopedia PlanetMath.org, and PantaRheiRedux, a community reader for course materials. These applications indicate both present and potential uses for this software as a basis for eLearning applications in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics through the addition of suitable pedagogies.

1 Introduction

The Internet has revolutionized our access to information: much of what we need to know is available online, and can be found via search engines. In the last decade, this trend has been accelerated by the advent of the social and semantic web.

The social web (also called Web 2.0) fills various online commons with user-generated content and peer-based interactions. The social web has greatly extended the material available on the Internet; for instance, Wikipedia has accumulated more than 16 million articles in almost all the world’s languages over the last 10 years.

The Semantic Web (by convention, referred to with capital letters) adds formal descriptions to web resources, so that the information they contain becomes machine-understandable. Semantic information retrieval can be used to combine different information sources to obtain facts and functionalities that are entailed, but nowhere explicitly represented, in the original sources themselves.
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The emerging combination of social and semantic web techniques has sometimes been called Web 3.0. Applications like semantic wikis (see e.g. [Lan+10] and earlier workshops) and DBPedia [Dbp] (a semantic query engine based on the content of Wikipedia) are showing the considerable promise of this mixed approach.

Perhaps surprisingly, the Semantic Web has not taken off for the Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics (STEM) disciplines, even though STEM documents are ostensibly more rigorous, have more overt formal structure, and should therefore be amenable to formal, programmatic, treatment via Semantic Web technologies. Three possible impediments seem to be likely explanations for the slow uptake:

1. Both the STEM and Semantic Web user communities are small compared to the social web as a whole.
2. There is significant inherent difficulty and complexity in STEM subject matter.
3. Special representation languages are used by both practitioners (e.g. mathematical and chemical formulae) and technologists (e.g. XML and ontologies).

We believe that the first two factors are in fact offset by the dedication of STEM practitioners, and we claim that the third one – which is the main problem – has been solved, for the mathematical sciences, by recent technological developments. We will survey these broadly in the next section, and describe in detail a specific set of related technologies developed at Jacobs University Bremen over the last decade in section 3. In section 4 we will then show how these building blocks can be assembled into an eMath 3.0 system system for developing and exploiting social and semantic mathematics on the Web. Section 5 concludes the paper, with an emphasis on planned future work.

2 Mathematics on the Web: MathML, OpenMath and RDFa

Technologies that provide support for Mathematics on the Web have been increasing in prevalence over the last decade, and have reached a state, where they will become universally usable out of the box. This has been especially driven forward by the continued development of MathML and OpenMath as representation formats for mathematical formulae, and by the integration of Semantic Web technologies into widely-accepted web standards.

2.1 Mathematical Formulae on the Web: State of the Art

For mathematical formulae, the relevant developments are:

**M1:** MathML3, the upcoming W3C recommendation [Aus+10] extends MathML with line-breaking support (important e.g. for mobile applications), markup for elementary mathematics (for high school eLearning), and completely reworks the integration of content markup into MathML. Furthermore, the improved integration of MathML into host languages and environments gives a more solid basis for Math-enabled web applications.

**M2:** MathML is in the main browsers: natively in Firefox, via the MathPlayer plugin in Internet Explorer, via CSS in Opera, and native MathML support in Webkit has recently been
announced, so we can expect it in the Webkit-based browsers (Chrome, Safari and Konqueror) in the near future. Additionally, Math support for all browsers can be enabled via MathJax [Mat], a JavaScript-based solution for displaying MathML or LaTeX in the browser.

**M3:** MathML is part of the upcoming HTML5 standard [Hic10], which is expected to drive the application-centered Web in the future: MathML elements (both content and presentation) are placed in the DOM, in the MathML namespace.

**M4:** TEX/LaTeX documents can be transformed to XHTML+MathML automatically by systems like Tralics [Tra] or LaTeXML [Mil]; see [Sta+09] for an overview.

**M5:** More and more word processors and office applications include support for mathematical formulae (most prominently MS Word since Office 2007), and allow an export to MathML [Car07].

**M6:** As a consequence, very large collections of mathematical documents have become available online marked up with standard web formatting, most prominently, Zentralblatt Math [Zbl] and a web-enabled version of the Cornell ePrint arXiv [Sta+10; Arx].

### 2.2 Semantic Web Technologies for Mathematical Documents

Semantic web technologies are able to describe relationships within and between mathematical documents above the formula level.

**S1:** Text fragments can be classified by their mathematical role and related to each other via RDF triples [MM04], which can be efficiently queried with RDF query systems like SPARQL [PS08].

**S2:** RDF triples can be embedded into XHTML documents via RDFa; the upcoming version RDFa 1.1 [Adi+10] extends this to arbitrary XML languages.

**S3:** HTML5 embeds similar functionality in web pages via “microformats”; see [Ten09] for an analysis.

### 3 The KWARC Technology Stack

In the last five years, the KWARC research group at Jacobs University has developed a stack of technologies for content-oriented representation of mathematics in Web contexts together with tools for processing and interacting with these representations in sophisticated ways (see Figure [I]). They have arisen as generalizations of system components in the course of developing systems like the SWiM semantic Wiki for mathematics [Lan08], Panta Rhei, a semantic community reader [MK08], and the ActiveMath eLearning System [Mel+03a]. We will review them before we show in the next section how they can be re-combined in novel applications.

#### 3.1 Representation: OMDoc & sTeX

OMDoc is an XML-based content-oriented representation format for scientific documents, which is now used in a large set of projects in Automated Theorem Proving [Mul06], eLearning [Mel+03b; KK08b; Koh07], eScience [HKS06], Document Retrieval [K§06], User Assistance [KK08a]...
Figure 1: The KWARC Software Stack

[KK09], and in Formal Digital Libraries [Url]. The OMDoc format builds on existing semantic representation formats for mathematical formulae (OpenMath [Bus+04] objects and Content MathML [Aus+03] representations), and extends them by an infrastructure for context and domain models from Formal Methods for important structural properties as well as for semi-formal content. Work on the OMDoc format shows that many added-value services in Knowledge Management do not need tedious formalization, but can be based at the structural/semantic level.

We have developed two approaches to ease the non-trivial task of authoring OMDoc documents. The first is an OMDoc-based semantic Wiki, which integrates server-based editing with user-adaptive and context-based presentation [LK08; Lan07]. The second approach we call an “invasive technology” [Koh05], since we build OMDoc-aware editing facilities into existing editing frame-works to make the most of existing functionalities and get around the learning curve involved with a new editor. We have evaluated this approach for MS PowerPoint [KK04; Koh05] and \LaTeX{} [Koh08; KKL10], a semantic variant of \LaTeX{}; in both formats we can embed OMDoc markup as well as generate pure OMDoc as an export format.

3.2 Storage: TNTBase

Large scale collaborative authoring of mathematical documents requires versioned storage. On the language end, OMDoc supports this by making all identifiers URIs so that OMDoc documents can be distributed among authors and networks and reference each other. On the storage end, we use the TNTBase system [ZK09], a versioned XML-database with a client-server architecture. It integrates Berkeley DB XML with a Subversion server [Apa]. DB XML stores HEAD revisions of XML files; non-XML content like PDF, images or \LaTeX{} source files, as well as differences between revisions, directory entry lists and other repository information are retained in a usual SVN back-end storage (Berkeley DB, in our case). Keeping XML documents in DB XML allows access to files via not only an SVN client, but also through the DB XML API, which supports efficient querying of XML content via XQuery, as well as (versioned) modification of the XML content via XQuery Update.

Versioning and distribution can also be realized with a plain SVN server, but for mathematics,
it is additionally important that the storage backend is aware of at least some aspects of the mathematical semantics. For example, in large-scale authoring processes, an important requirement is to guarantee consistency, i.e., it should be possible to reject commits of invalid documents. TNTBase can support format-specific validation of language-specific constraints and invariants that cannot be expressed in the XML schema languages.

For document management, TNTBase provides Virtual Documents. The author writes a Virtual Document skeleton document that embeds XQueries which are materialized by TNTBase when the content is served. This is particularly useful in eLearning applications, since Virtual Documents make it easy to generate aggregated- and user-adapted documents, as well as other kinds of document variants. TNTBase permits committing back changed Virtual Documents; the changes are distributed to the original files the Virtual Document was assembled from; see [ZK10] for details.

### 3.3 Processing: JOMDoc

JOMDoc [Jom] is a Java API for OMDoc documents, which facilitates parsing OMDoc XML documents into an internal Java data structure, allowing for convenient manipulation, and ultimately, serialization of this internal representation back to XML. JOMDoc has been integrated into TNTBase via the latter’s plugin architecture for document format-specific customizations [ZKR10]. This makes made TNTBase OMDoc-aware so that data-intensive JOMDoc algorithms can be executed within the database, alleviating the need of sending the contents over the network for processing. Additionally, JOMDoc is used as a presentation framework for OMDoc. With its notation service [KMR08], it allows for context-sensitive rendering of XML documents containing mathematical formulae in content markup (Content MathML or OpenMath) into Presentation MathML. Optionally this can be presented as parallel markup, i.e., interlinked with the original content markup. Transformation of OMDoc documents to XHTML is supported by bundled XSLT stylesheets. In particular, this presentation service can be used to serve OMDoc documents in a human-readable presentation.

### 3.4 Interaction: JOBAD

Our JOBAD architecture embeds interactive mathematical services into XHTML+MathML documents. JOBAD is a modular JavaScript framework for interactive services such as term folding or definition lookup.

Our vision of a document is that it should be something the user can adapt according to his or her preferences and interests while reading it. This goes beyond customizing the display of the rendered document in the browser, to include, for example, changing notations (which requires re-rendering at least portions of the document), or retrieving additional information from services on the web to enhance the document with annotations. Consider a student reading lecture notes: whenever an unfamiliar mathematical symbol occurs in some formula, JOBAD enables the look up its definition without opening another document, but adds an explanation right into the current reading context. Converting between physical units (e.g. imperial and SI) can also be effected automatically, in-place and on the fly.
4 The Planetary System: Assembling Applications

In August 2010, the authors started using the building blocks described in the last section to build a new front-end system for eMath 3.0 applications: the Planetary System. The starting point of this development project was our aim to make PlanetMath.org [Plab], one of the original eMath2.0 systems, more semantic, by integrating it with the KWARC technologies described in the last section.

PlanetMath.org is a relatively well-known online community devoted to mathematics. At present, its central feature is a mathematics encyclopedia with around 9K entries, which has been built and peer reviewed through effort of several hundred of volunteers since the site went online in 2001. PlanetMath also includes several general-purpose discussion forums which have received around 15K posts to date. Its most popular forums, containing about half of these posts, are devoted to Q&A about mathematics at the university, post-graduate, and research levels. Notably, each encyclopedia article also has its own attached discussion forum.

While the PlanetMath concept, community and vision remain alive and active, the Noösphere web application that underlies the site is showing its age. In particular, PlanetMath does not currently make significant use of any of the state of the art technologies described in section 2 other than using \LaTeX as an input syntax.

To bring PlanetMath up to date, and simultaneously make its software easier to extend in the future, we decided to recreate the relevant functionality of Noösphere by integrating contemporary mathematical communication features into the existing open source web platform, Vanilla Forums. Vanilla offers a general-purpose online infrastructure, including user management and discussion forums, together with a plugin system that makes it relatively easy to adapt different components to a given special-purpose use.

Soon after we began to carry out this plan, we realized that Vanilla’s plugin architecture would allow us to build a system that could be configured into multiple different eMath3.0 applications. This gave rise of the concept of the Planetary System. We are currently exploring its possibilities in two main applications: PlanetMathRedux [Plaa] (a new PlanetMath.org based on the Planetary System), and PantaRheiRedux [Pan].

4.1 The Software Base: Vanilla Forums

Vanilla Forums is an open-source, standards-compliant discussion forum platform with a very large user base (around 390K communities). Using this “off the shelf” forum software gave us a lot “for free”, including user and permission management, and an extensive set of existing plugins to enhance the content and display. Most importantly, Vanilla’s plugin architecture nicely complements the software stack that we already have which can be integrated into the system with plugins and applications, as described in the following subsections. The only significant problem we encountered with Vanilla was that while it is advertised to be XHTML-compatible, it seems to be only served with the text/html media type (as tag soup) in practice. Thus we had to correct numerous XHML validity errors when changing to the application/xhtml+xml media type, a prerequisite for embedding MathML into Vanilla.
4.2 Adding Math to Vanilla

Vanilla Forums does not provide authoring tools for mathematical formulae, hence we had to extend the forum functionality by adding a $\LaTeX$-editor plug-in via the LaTeXML $\LaTeX$-to-XHTML+MathML converter [Mil]. There were many alternatives to this choice (see [Sta+09]), but none of them scale to the full expressivity of LATEX, which is the input format used by PlanetMath.org. We were able to make use of our extensions to the batch-mode LaTeXML converter that turned it into a daemon web-service, to decreasing startup latency. This allows high-throughput conversion of arbitrary $\LaTeX$ fragments – ranging from simple expressions, to entire chapters or books.

We developed a Vanilla plugin that integrates the LaTeXML daemon with forum posts in the following manner: if a post is categorized as $\LaTeX$ then instead of letting Vanilla embed it into HTML directly, we first have it transformed by the resident LaTeXML daemon and integrate the XHTML+MathML result instead. Due to the swiftness of the conversion, it is possible to create “on-the-fly” editors like [Sta], in which the author can see the produced content as they type.

Using the $\LaTeX$ syntax significantly increases the expressivity of the authoring process when compared with Rich Text and Wiki syntax. $\LaTeX$ supports mathematical formulas, creating graphics and charts, easy fine-tuning of tables, complex page partitioning, custom commands, preambles, abbreviations, invasive preloading of semantics and more. Probably even more importantly, $\LaTeX$ continues to be deeply ingrained in contemporary mathematical publication and communication processes.

4.3 Encyclopedia Articles

The probably largest difference between standard Vanilla forums and PlanetMath.org is that the main content of PlanetMath is organized in and around “encyclopedia articles”. Each of these is a versioned, $\LaTeX$-encoded description of a particular mathematical object or topic, with an attached discussion, as we mentioned above. We added functionality for “encyclopedia articles” to Vanilla forums via a new “application” (Vanilla’s term for a complex style of plugin that hooks into the same core, but adds new features, instead of merely changing old the way old features work). In contrast to unversioned forum posts, articles are stored in an associated Subversion repository, whose versioning functionalities are then exposed in the new interface. Vanilla’s own database is used as a cache for efficient web publishing.

The default mode of navigating a content collection in Vanilla (based on listing articles by name) is unsuitable for the 9K articles in PlanetMath.org. Access via the Math Subject Classification (MSC [Msc]), as in the original version of PlanetMath.org, can be realized via the Vanilla Metadata scheme; we can even make these metadata properties versioned by encoding them into Subversion properties.

We have also added a new navigation method, called a “virtual bookshelf” which contains “books” created by users (here, authors, aggregators, or readers) according to their interest. The hierarchical document structure of a “book” is encoded by allowing inclusion primitives (a variant of “\input” from $\LaTeX$) in articles, which then become sectioning nodes (e.g. chapters, sections), which can be mixed with transitional text. A narrative structure can be represented
simply as a “next” relation that links such articles. In a course setting, our Articles application can be used to highlight important books together with the forum interface (e.g. these may be portions of the course notes or other required readings).

With the JOBAD system we can already add a very nice feature to PlanetMathRedux: fine-grained forum posts. As JOBAD has access to the document object model (including that of the mathematical formulae in MathML), we can use it to attach forum posts to arbitrary document sub-structures, so that a user can e.g. ask a question about a particular definition, make a line-level proposal for an alternative proof, or offer a correction to a subformula. This fine-grained embedding of the forum into the documents allows Planetary System to be used as a “community reader”, supporting discussion, document inspection, and refereeing.

The Articles application, together with the math editing plugin described above (and other some off-the-shelf Vanilla plugins) are enough to replicate most of the relevant parts of the Noösphere functionality, and they form the core of the PlanetMathRedux system. Note that PlanetMathRedux does not yet make any essential use of the semantics implicit in the articles.

### 4.4 Semantic Interaction

We consider mere “reading” of an article to be a deeply eMath2.0 activity and note that mathematics consumers will want to engage with the content of the article in more interactive ways, for more efficient and enjoyable learning experience. In mathematics, a dialogue with the expert is often a better way to settle an uncertain matter than reading a book, or searching through the library or the internet. Reading without thinking, computing and proving intermediate results is generally not the way to learn mathematics.

A prerequisite for the Planetary System to offer solid support for mathematical interaction is for it to have the content markup for articles available (and maybe eventually the corresponding content markup for forum posts as well). To support this, we have extended the articles application to handle sTeX. In this extension, we use TNTBase instead of Subversion and transform sTeX articles to OMDoc, which is then managed in TNTBase.

Our goal is to create “active documents” which adapt to the environment and can richly support user interaction. Some interactions only depend on information that is only related to the document at hand, e.g. the elision of formulae parts like brackets, types or inferable arguments. These can be implemented in the browser: JOMDoc exports the respective semantic information from the OMDoc representation into the XHTML+MathML documents as RDFa annotations \[\text{[Adi+08]},\] where they can be picked up via the document-embedded JOBAD services. For interactions that depend on larger amounts of data from outside the document itself, JOBAD implements call-backs to TNTBase. For instance, this is used for definition lookup, and for the generation of a concept graph of an exercise problem; see \[\text{[Dav+10]}\] for details on other services. In some cases, we need mixed computation models for semantic services, e.g. where some information is only present on the client (personal information which cannot be transferred to the server due to privacy concerns).
5 Conclusion & Future work

We have presented a set of content-based technologies (the KWARC stack) for building semantically and socially enabled math-aware online applications (eMath3.0 applications). We have shown how this can be done using our new Planetary System as an example. Originally planned as a re-implementation of the software underlying PlanetMath.org, it quickly grew more general and is now also used as the basis of PantaRheiRedux, a semantic eLearning platform in active use at Jacobs University.

We do not view the Planetary System (or the KWARC stack for that matter) as an eLearning system in its own right, but rather as an enabling technology for eLearning in the STEM disciplines. An eLearning platform additionally requires pedagogy. In PantaRheiRedux, the pedagogical aspects are minimal: the system gives access to the course materials, allows students to discuss them, and gives access to semantic services. It would be possible to add more pedagogy, e.g. formative assessments, learner modeling, adaptiveness and instant feedback based on the learner models.

We are planning additional applications of the KWARC stack and the Planetary System: in the arXMLiv project [Sta+10; Arx], we have transformed a large corpus of scientific papers to XHTML+MathML. We are currently working towards extracting a subset of the OMDoc format automatically from these, which would allow us to use the Planetary System as a lightweight community reading platform for the arXiv, where readers can discuss scientific questions, annotate semantic relations in the papers, and interact with the content of these papers more fully than in the current PDF-based system.

Finally, we are working on a version of the Planetary System for Formal Methods: we want to use the Planetary System as a front-end for a knowledge base of modular logic representations and logic transformations represented in an upcoming version of OMDoc; see [KMR] for details. The formal documents can support very powerful semantic services like borrowing automated theorem provers or the automated translation between formalizations in different logics. The formal setting provides a compelling angle on the useful range of this system, which we have seen includes support for both lightweight social to very intense semantic interaction.
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